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tion and identity, which fuse to derive the design 
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sented this year through the conception to production of Asylum 
2022. Organic forms represent sustained growth, while strict 

geometry grounds principles and morals. Demonstrated 
through Asylum 2022, a reader can experience the 
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students and their projects 

throughout the year. 
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Abstract
The main objectives of housing policy in Tāmaki 
Makaurau Auckland are to increase the city’s density 
and to increase its total stock of affordable housing. 
In the current market, family housing for lower-priced 
mid-density intensification projects is typologically 
limited to two low-rise alternatives. These are terraced 
housing at the lower density ranges and small walk-
up apartment blocks in the higher scales. From recent 
practice it is apparent that both typologies have reached 
their maximum possible site densities, and that further 
increases can only be gained at the cost of unacceptable 
residential standards. 

To diversify market options, this paper suggests that 
a third house-type, the mid-density courtyard, could 
be more widely used. Although a rarity in Aotearoa 
New Zealand’s cities, it is a house type well-suited to 
our climate, and it is characteristically private, secure, 
and buildable using standard practices in the housing 
industry. The paper argues that in a period of domestic 
price indicators rising but property price inflation 
showing signs of receding, architects and developers 
could consider an additional house-type: one that 
is widely used elsewhere and that has advantages in 
Aotearoa New Zealand’s culture of urban housing. 
Conclusions suggest that the courtyard house-type 
has not been sufficiently explored in mid-density 
developments and that more examples would prove the 
merits of this alternative.  

Keywords: Housing density, courtyard housing, 
medium-density housing.

Introduction 
At a time when housing markets in Aotearoa New 
Zealand are slowing down there might be an opportunity 
to revisit some of the regulations that direct our urban 
housing policies. Present policies are intended to 
ensure a sustainable form of urban development: they 
aim to increase urban density and to increase stocks of 
affordable housing. Family housing for lower-priced 
mid-density intensification projects in the current 
market is typologically limited two alternatives. These 
are terraced housing at the lower densities and small 
walk-up apartment blocks in the higher density range.

These typologies are the established models for 
higher-density low-rise urban housing. Following a 
research-based review, this paper suggests that a third 
house-type, the mid-density courtyard, could be used 
to diversify the typological range. Although a rarity in 
Aotearoa New Zealand’s cities, it is a house type well-
suited to our climate, and it is characteristically private, 
secure and buildable using standard practices in the 
housing industry. Courtyard housing has a good record 
of providing durable housing in many OECD countries 
and can thus also be regarded as an alternative and 
affordable house-type that meets the general criteria of 
sustainable architecture. 

Terraced housing in mid-density developments appears 
in two- and three-storey variations, which, with 
parking, achieves up to 60 dwelling units per hectare 
(du/ha) and up to 80 du/ha using a narrow-fronted 
two-bedroom plan type with remote parking. Small 
three-storey walk-up apartment blocks with one- and 
two-bedroom units yield densities of between 80 and 
130 du/ha. Larger apartment blocks up to six storeys, 
with basement parking and lifts, also contribute to 
housing supply, but for this study are not considered to 
be affordable or suitable for family occupation. 

The study starts with a definition of ‘privacy,’ seen as a 
leading attribute of the courtyard house-type, followed 
by a summary of characteristics that define courtyard 
housing. From the few examples found in Aotearoa New 
Zealand, three developments are selected to illustrate 
the environments possible with courtyards, and their 
potential in the context of housing architecture. A 
concluding discussion argues that the house type 
aligns with our suburban culture of housing and 
can be designed to meet the densities expected in 
intensification programmes at lower levels of density.

A Brief Definition of Privacy in the Twenty-First 
Century
Every housing culture defines privacy in some form, 
with interpretations that vary according to social 
traditions but with meanings that have underlying 
commonalities. Privacy is a social construct governed

Courtyard Housing: A Mid-Density Alternative House-Type
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eby custom and habit in which its perceived presence or 
absence is treated as a social ‘fact’ in some sociological 
studies¹: its absence is identified as the source of 
discontent, relating to loss of private space owned 
and controlled by the individual affected, and loss 
of value, sensed as the result of greater crowding in 
suburban environments.² However, manifested in 
the conventional housing dialogue in practice and 
legislation, the phenomenon of privacy is related 
exclusively to spatial proximity: it has an instrumental 
function but no extended interpretation.3, 4 Concepts 
of ‘personal space,’ based on proximal factors (such 
as overlooking, the aural environment, or a sense of 
crowding), are experiential and thus considered to 
be individual perceptions rather than perceptions 
common to all experience.

Such perceptions contribute to privacy but do not 
account for all aspects of the phenomenon. In our urban 
culture, privacy embraces a concept of ‘ownership’ 
that includes property in all forms and extends to 
include ‘affective’ privacy.⁵ By extension, other social 
constructs, such as personal rights, self, identity and, 
in terms identified in Enlightenment philosophies, the 
concept of liberty are also included. As Sofsky observes, 
such concepts lead naturally from a sense of self to an 
assurance of security, which can be interpreted spatially 
but are constructs that originate in affective perceptions 
about personal freedoms: these may be understood 
as socially derived conditions that define individual 
privacy.

The relationship of density to a construct of privacy as 
a social fact (and the shared cultural understanding of 
privacy formed over generations in low-density suburbs) 
has a major influence on the perceived quality of a new 
housing development at densities higher than those 
in the suburban tradition. For this study, in which it is 
argued that the courtyard house-type can be designed 
to provide a high standard of privacy, the social fact of 
privacy – its function as a social ‘good’ of great value – is 
a prominent factor in the case for revisiting the typology 
as a variant for mid-density developments.

Courtyard Houses: A Summary Definition of the 
House Type
Courtyard houses are fundamentally different from the 
detached house paradigm of the suburbs: courtyards 
enclose private space where detached houses externalise 
it, and they make efficient use of land when built in 
continuous forms. Detached houses claim territorial 
space on all sides of the building and express separation 
and individual privilege by setbacks: courtyards exactly 
reverse this exclusion of the other, expressing concepts 
of privacy and independence but within the community 
of the neighbourhood.

In a study that discusses the ‘modern courtyard’ as 
a generic house-type, Duncan Macintosh describes 
courtyards in mid-density layouts as an “urban type of 
dwelling”:
 

Macintosh traces the origins of numerous developments 
in post-war Europe using the house type, not to ancient 
Mediterranean cities (where courtyards have been a 
common house-type for centuries) but to Hugo Haring 
and Hannes Meyer in their Bauhaus studies in the 1920s:

In this plan form, courtyards are distinguished by the 
position of the courtyard, which is necessarily internal, 
is not a shared space with any adjoining house, and 
which is not overlooked by other property. Rooms 
within the house depend on the courtyard alone for 
external wall functions of light and ventilation to all 
the habitable rooms, leaving the perimeter of the plan 
unobstructed. Macintosh goes on to explain:

1     Emile Durkheim, Rules of the Sociological Method, trans. The Macmillan Press (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1982 [1895]).
2     Anne Dupuis and David Thorns, “Home, Home Ownership and the Search for Ontological Security,” The Sociological Review 46 (1998): 24–47. Also David Thorns, “Housing Policy in the 1990s 
       – New Zealand: A Decade of Change,” Housing Studies 15, no. 1 (2000): 129–138; Harvey Perkins and David Thorns, “House and Home and Their Interaction with Changes in New Zealand's 
       Urban System, Households and Family Structures,” Housing, Theory and Society 16 (1999): 124–135.
3     David Levitt, The Housing Design Handbook: A Guide to Good Practice (London: Routledge, 2010).
4     Michael Polanyi, Personal Knowledge: Towards a Post-Critical Philosophy (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1958).
5     Amos Rapoport, “Toward a Redefinition of Density.,” Environment and Behaviour 7, no. 2 (1975): 133–158.
6     Edward Feser, Locke (Oxford: Oneworld Publications, 2007).
7     David Turner, “Planning for Higher Density: Concepts of Privacy in Auckland’s Culture of Housing” (PhD thesis, The University of Auckland, 2010). 
8     Wolfgang Sofsky, Privacy: A Manifesto, trans Steven Rendall (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2008).
9     Duncan Macintosh, The Modern Courtyard House: A History (London: Lund Humphries, 1973), 7.
10    Ibid, 8.
11     Ibid, 10.

In 1931 Ludwig Hilberseimer at the Bauhaus … 
produced an improved L-shaped courtyard house, 
with sleeping and living rooms grouped in the two 
wings of the block. It is this plan which is most used 
today.¹⁰

The most common form of the courtyard house-
type seen in Western applications is a two-sided 
plan forming an ‘L’-shaped house, the two ‘wings’ 
of rooms embracing a courtyard space oriented 
towards the sun. Other configurations enclose the 
private courtyard with domestic accommodation on 
one, two, three or all four sides.¹¹

[they are] introspective … its external walls can be 
shared with neighbouring houses, and it can be 
built right up against the public domain. Grouped

together, courtyard houses generate a dense urban 
fabric with a clear separation of public and private 
open spaces … [they were] developed to achieve 
privacy in the garden and a good orientation of the 
rooms.⁹
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access, single-aspect house type, accessed from a public 
space through a single opening that controls access and 
security. Site plan configurations allow horizontal and 
vertical adjustment between units to accommodate 
irregular landforms, notably demonstrated by some of 
Jorn Utzon’s projects in Denmark in the early 1960s.¹² 

The space of the internal courtyard becomes the 
focus of the household’s private social and domestic 
functions. Walls on the external perimeter can have 
other window openings for light and ventilation, and 
are sometimes included to express a sense of social 
connection; however, all windows to habitable rooms 
are oriented towards the internal courtyard, which is 
oriented to the sun. The enclosed space functions as an 
outdoor room, and while the prospect from all rooms 
is the same, none are compromised by overlooking 
from adjacent properties. Courtyard houses are thus 
intrinsically private and protective of their occupants: 
a form that distinguishes them, as Macintosh argues, 
from other generic urban house-types. 

Courtyard House-Types: Density and Variants
The summary above defines the single-storey version 
of the house type, which, in practice, limits its use to 
low-density development: it is difficult to achieve more 
than 25 du/ha in the L-shaped single-level plan form, 
particularly where vehicular access is required. 

Other variations that preserve the primary function of 
the courtyard have been developed to increase yields 
by reducing access options in the site planning and by 
adding an upper floor or part-upper floor. Courtyards 
can also be adapted for site layouts that provide access 
from one side of the plan in a back-to-back terrace 
formation (Figure 1) reducing the space needed for 
external circulation by half. These variants can yield 
densities of 40 –50 du/ha and have the potential to be an 
alternative to terraced housing, albeit at the low end of 

urban-density scales. David Levitt, for example, includes 
a two-storey courtyard design in a recommended range 
of generic two- and three-storey terrace house-types. 
Levitt’s L-shaped courtyard plan is arranged to provide 
living-room windows onto a street elevation, and two 
adjoining walls with no other openings, of the four in an 
8.3m by 9.4m rectangular plan. This plan can be used 
for a site layout of back-to-back and terraced units that 
offers a density potential of up to 68 du/ha.¹³

In addition, there are small-scale North American 
courtyard projects noted here as experiments with a 
typology in use at the time in Europe and being tested 
for suitability in an American context. Examples are the 
multi-level development at Alvarado Avenue, in Davis, 
California, by Sam Davis (1982), and the extraordinary 
project at Penn’s Landing, Philadelphia, by Louis Sauer 
(1974), in which a stacked courtyard house-type is used 

in a hybrid three-storey double-unit form surrounded 
by a perimeter of three-storey town houses fronting 
onto the inner-city streets.¹⁵

The Davis housing reflects habits of low density in 
California but also makes a clear reference to the 
American condominium housing paradigm; Sauer’s 
scheme in Philadelphia adopts a higher-density urban 
form to provide a city-block redevelopment with a 
core of courtyard units set in a pedestrianised central 
space. While densities and local contexts vary, the basic 
criteria of the courtyard house-type are met in both 
schemes.

Courtyards in Intensification Programmes
With these examples, courtyards have been found to 
suit housing customs and conditions in urban locations 
for cities from Scandinavia to California, and in New 
Town and overspill housing in Britain. Applications of 
the house type are found at density levels between 25 
du/ha and 100 du/ha, and in a variety of housing supply 
systems.

Experiments with the typology in Australasia, however, 
have been rare. The paradigm of the detached house, 
which offers privacy and territorial security, alongside 
a strong sense of individuality – the sense and fact of 
independence – is a low-density suburban house-type 
that progressively loses its advantages at densities higher 
than about 20 du/ha. But the demand for higher-density 
housing continues to grow, and although terraced 
housing design has manifested numerous variations, 
its limitations have become apparent, in two ways: 
firstly, terraced housing cannot replicate stand-alone 
suburban housing characteristics because repetition 
is unavoidable, and secondly, it is suggested that 
typological diversification by plan configuration has 
reached its limits in recent New Zealand developments.

To compete with the currently favoured alternatives to

12     Jorn Utzon, The Courtyard Houses, ed. Mogens Prip-Buus, vol. 1 (Charlottesville, VA: Edition Blondal, 2004).
13     Levitt, The Housing Design Handbook, 43.
14    “Donnybrook Quarter,” Peter Barber Architects, http://www.peterbarberarchitects.com/donnybrook-quarter/
15     Antonino Saggio, Louis Sauer: The Architect of Low-Rise High-Density Housing, trans. Christopher Houston, 2nd ed. (Rome: Department of Architecture and Urban Design University of Rome), 2014. (First 
        published as Un Architetto Americano Louis Sauer.)

Figure 1. Aerial image: part of the Bishopsfield courtyard 
development, Harlow, UK. Source: Google Maps. Imagery 
©2022 Bluesky, Getmapping plc, Infoterra Ltd & Bluesky, 
Maxar Trechnologies, Map data © 2022.
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the detached paradigm, the courtyard house-type’s 
divergence from the conventions of suburban housing 
is an initial consideration. The courtyard must offer 
a measure of the same qualities that characterise 
suburban housing or substitute other qualities of equal 
or greater attraction. Another typology in the market, 
however, would introduce greater choice. Beyond this 
issue, there are questions relating to higher density that 
need to be brought into the discussion. The question 
for this study is then whether courtyards are a practical 
possibility as a third generic model, and if so, what 
densities would be compatible with housing traditions 
in the New Zealand culture of housing?

Precedents in Aotearoa New Zealand
Three courtyard developments illustrate the housing 
industry’s occasional and perhaps tentative interest in 
the typology. The two state-housing blocks in Mosgiel 
were built in the 1950s as a Department of Housing 
Construction (DoHC) experiment with a house type 
that it was thought could make better use of land. 
The second example is a small mid-density project, 
Melview Place, that forms part of the Ambrico Place 
intensification programme in New Lynn, Auckland 
(1998), and the third scheme is at Seatoun in Wellington 
(2008). 

The ‘atrium flats’ occupy a site near the former Mosgiel 
airport on the Taieri Plains south of Dunedin, probably 
the closest to the city that flat land could be found (for 
construction economy, a flat site is an advantage for 
courtyard clusters). This development consists of two 
housing blocks on two ‘double’ sections to provide eight 
units, shown in Figure 2. The western block has four 
dual-aspect three-bedroom houses, each with a semi-
enclosed rectangular courtyard accessible from both 
the unit and the perimeter (Mk 1 layout, c.1958), while 
the eastern block (Mk 2 layout, c.1959) uses a similar 
dual-aspect bungalow plan but internalises the four 
courtyards in the core of the plan. Both layouts rely 
on windows placed on the perimeter of the unit plan 
for light and ventilation to at least one of the principal
habitable rooms, and in the Mk 2 iteration, the living 
rooms are placed on the external corners of the block, 
facing away from the courtyard.

The architect was Frederick Newman, an émigré from 
Austria working in the DoHC. His account of the 
project includes the suggestion that “(t)his design 
may be considered an indication of things to come."¹⁶ 
Newman’s interest in courtyards is justified by the 
increase in density that rises from about 12 du/ha in the 

immediate neighbourhood to 24 du/ha in this layout, 
with a 44 percent footprint. 

Newman advocates for the house type, recognising 
its potential for private and territorially independent 
living. However, neither of the two blocks respects the 
basic layout principles of courtyards in their classic 
L-shaped plan form. In spite of Newman’s claim that
these houses provide high standards of privacy, the
grouping together of the private spaces in the centre of
the Mk 2 block reduces or eliminates acoustic privacy,
and also limits optimal solar orientation to half of the
houses.

External space – the footpath or vehicle access-way – 
can be planned as a social space shared by all units in 
the group: a collective function that further identifies 
both the community and the public–private divide. At 
Murray Street, some units are entered from doors visible 
from the street, but other doors are tucked away on the 
far side of the block in a wasteland of unmade tracks 
leading to garages (unnecessarily detached from the 
buildings) and open land with no defined ownership: 
the epitome of modernism’s problem of anonymous 
space, neither public nor private. The urban nature 
and potential of the courtyard typology is not used to 
advantage in the internal plan detail, nor in the location 
of these prototypes on the edge of a suburb in a small 
settlement 15 kilometres out of Dunedin. In summary, 
this experiment is a highly compromised example of 
the typology.

Ambrico Place in New Lynn is a 400-unit brownfield 
development forming part of Auckland’s large-scale 
intensification programme in the late 1990s. Melview 
Place, a street within the development, is one of ten 
tranches by different developers, all products of the 
private housing sector. Although this is a hybrid 
courtyard model, it meets the primary conditions of 
the house type. The layout uses a single-aspect wide-
frontage unit plan with a half-storey upper floor to

16     Andrew Leach, Frederick H. Newman: Lectures on Architecture (Ghent: A&S Books, 2003). 

Figure 2. Murray Street, Mosgiel. Left: Aerial view, 2022. Source: Google Maps, imagery © 2022 CNES / Airbus, Maxar Technologies, 
map data ©2022. Right: Mk 1 and Mk 2 plans. Source: Author.
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provide twenty-two houses in short terraces, achieving 
a density of 46 du/ha.¹⁷ The widths of access lanes 
are minimal, and a slope across the site imposes some 
awkward ramps into the double garages, but each 
unit has internal garage access, acknowledged as an 
important amenity in suburban housing.

Courtyards in the space between the terraces are divided 
by alternating diagonal and perpendicular garden 
wall partitions that taper the spaces on plan (Figure 
4). Privacy in the courtyard is due to the staggered 
positioning on plan of the main living rooms. Windows 
to the kitchen and a third ground-floor bedroom 
looking onto the access lane, and a dormer window on 
the upper floor, activate the public elevation, which is 
otherwise dominated by the garage door. Melview Place 
succeeds as a typological variation and offers a compact 
mid-density house type.

Seatoun, the third project’s location, is a low-density 
harbourside suburb on the eastern fringe of Wellington 
(Figure 5). Studio Pacific Architects describe their 
development of thirteen courtyard houses on a 
“medium density” site as follows:

In the context of Wellington’s housing culture, the 
architect’s reference to “the suburban archetype of 
detached houses on discrete sections” is correctly seen 
as the market’s preferred model in residential areas 
beyond the city centre. The architect acknowledges 
the planning principles of the courtyard typology 
and notes the way the house type uses external space, 
essentially reversing the detached house paradigm 
of the suburbs. The density achieved is 32 du/ha.

17     David Turner, John Hewitt, Cesar Wagner, Bin Su, and Kathryn Davies, Best Practice in Medium Density Housing Design (Wellington: Housing New Zealand Corporation, 2004), Case Study 8, 49. 
18     “Courtyard Houses,” Studio Pacific Architecture, https://www.studiopacific.co.nz/projects/2003/courtyard-houses/

Figure 3. Melview Place, New Lynn, Auckland (1998). Left: Auckland Council GIS image. Right: Courtesy of Ray White.

Figure 4. Melview Place, diagram showing crossover access to 
courtyards. Image: Author.

houses on discrete sections, offering instead a new 
way of thinking about contemporary suburban 
life. … living and bedroom spaces are shifted to 
the edges of the section, maximising space and 
creating a … sheltered courtyard with which the 
rooms of the house directly engage. … The houses 
comprise two basic models; the single-storeyed 
16m (120m2) houses are spaced between the two-
storey 20m (160m2) houses so that views and sun 
are maximised. Living spaces face to the north, 
and clerestory windows ensure good light and 
connection to the outside, with second-storey 
spaces carefully arranged to allow views out to the 
harbour and hills with minimal overshadowing.¹⁸

Clustered together, they form a series of interlocking
sheltered, private and sunlit courtyards that
challenges the suburban archetype of detached

Figure 5. Studio Pacific Architects’ Boardwalk Lane, Seatoun, development. Left: Aerial view of the site. Source: Google Maps, 
imagery © Airbus, CNES / Airbus, Maxar Technologies, Wellington City Council, map data © 2022. Right: Boardwalk Lane street 
view. Photo: Author.
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These houses are introspective in Macintosh’s 
definition, but with concessions to the street, as some 
habitable rooms connect to the public domain through 
screened front-patio enclosures or across the recessed 
external front courtyard. A part two-storey variation 
is used on alternate sections, a device that increases 
the total accommodation; design details such as the 
positioning of a large upper-floor window-louvre 
screen enrich the scheme’s urban quality and avoid the 
potential monotony of single-storey housing at street 
level. 

Boardwalk Lane benefits from being part of a larger 
waterfront development in an up-market part of 
Wellington, where high-quality urban design is 
manifested in paving, lighting and planting detail. 
Much attention has been paid to materials and finishes, 
and all the buildings’ many refinements. The design 
offers buyers a visibly different house-type, and the 
result is an excellent urban housing development by 
any criteria, further illustrating the potential of the 
typology at mid-density on suburban sites.

This paper has identified the potential contribution 
of courtyards to affordable mid-density housing 
typologies. The three projects discussed illustrate the 
primary characteristics of the typology: their courtyards 
are internalised in accordance with Macintosh’s 
definition, their individuality is assured by direct access 
from public spaces, and they each achieve a strong 
sense of privacy and security. The exemplar projects 
achieve increased densities at various levels. 

To begin a discussion about the potential for wider use 
of the courtyard house-type, however, it should first be 
noted that each of the projects appears to be the sole 
example of the typology in the respective developers’ 
catalogues: the private-sector developers of Boardwalk 
Lane and Melview Place have not used courtyard house-
types in other schemes, and Newman’s enthusiasm did 
not apparently lead to more projects for the DoHC in the 

1950s. To explain this, it is suggested that a brief analysis 
of qualitative factors of social ‘fit,’ and quantifiable 
factors (particularly potential density) is useful. 

Housing habit, or the customary social relationships 
provided by low-density suburban layouts is challenged 
by all forms of higher-density housing. Issues that 
emerge from social studies are the progressively 
greater sense of privacy lost, and the sense of loss 
that accompanies smaller territorial ownership; both 
perceptions contribute to anxiety about security and 
identity.¹⁹ Overseas studies offer detailed definitions 
of privacy in the context of higher density,²⁰ but for 
this paper the repositioning of privacy as a dimension 
of “liveability” is adopted, noting that from recent 
research privacy is rated as “quite or very important,” 
in particular “other people not seeing in my windows” 
by three-quarters of the respondents. The same 
studies relegate the importance of “noise and hearing 
neighbours or the street” to insignificant concerns. 
EBOSS research based on responses by architects 
to questionnaires notes the absence of “a sense of 
community,” and issues of “proximity due to over-
development.” These issues can be counteracted by site 
planning that recognises the value of shared external 
spaces for making social contacts possible.²¹ None of 
these studies either promotes or precludes courtyard 
house-types in the mix that could provide mid-density 
alternatives. 

Density comparisons form a central consideration 
in most analyses of intensified housing. At one 
level, comparisons are necessary as an element of 
competition between developers in a market-driven 
system of housing supply. At another, the compromises 
imposed by design decisions about private and public 
external space, house-types selected, service and 
parking provisions, and, indeed, architectural quality 
are all factors influenced by the density demanded by 
the developer at the design stage. In this context the 
examples above suggest that courtyards are usually 

excluded as a result of their density limitations. The 
reference to “medium density” in the architect’s 
summary of Boardwalk Lane omits to compare this 
project, at 32du/ha, with the average density of the 
suburb of 15du/ha. However, when this comparison is 
made it becomes clear that Boardwalk Lane, built as 
courtyard housing, more than doubles the site density. 
The city thus benefits from additional housing, and (in 
theory) the developer has higher profit from a larger 
number of saleable properties. The Seatoun project 
illustrates the way density is at once competitive, and 
contextually defined by both environment and local 
custom; within this design calculation typology acts as 
a contributing rather a determining factor. It is also an 
important balancing act for the architect: a plan that 
doesn’t achieve a commercially viable level of density is 
not developable, and neither is one that over-intensifies, 
inducing perceptions of crowding. 

Melview Place (46du/ha) is similarly contextualised by 
the density range of its neighbours in Ambrico Place, 
which include three-storey terraced housing layouts at 
over 90du/ha. The density of several of these tranches 
misses the opportunity to demonstrate the potential 
for mid-density layouts to offer high standards of 
housing; collectively, they demonstrate the sense of loss 
associated with higher density, perceived as the absence 
of privacy referred to earlier. Melview Place, however, 
avoids this perception, both by its use of private 
courtyards in the unit plan, and through the density of 
the layout, which is similar to that of the most successful 
terraced examples in the development. These include 
the largest single tranche, “Tuscany Towers”, which uses 
dual-access dual aspect terraced house-types for all of 
its 97 units, at a density of 42du/ha.²² 

Murray Street’s density at 24du/ha reflects the relatively 
low density of sub-urban courtyard housing in Europe 
but is double the local density in Mosgiel. In each 
case, whether higher or lower than its neighbouring 
developments the densities achieved contribute to

19      Susan Vallance, Harvey Perkins, and Kay Moore, “The Results of Making a City More Compact: Neighbours’ Interpretation of Urban Infill,” Environment and Planning B: Planning and Design 32 (2005): 715–733.     
20     Anthony Radford and Teresa Sarris, Trends and Strategies in the Design of Medium Density Urban Housing (Adelaide: AHURI, 2003).
21      Anca Belu, EBOSS Survey (Auckland: EBOSS, 2021).
22     Turner, Hewitt, Wagner, Su, and Davies, Best Practice in Medium Density Housing Design, Case Study 7, 48. 
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urban intensification at the lower end of the range 
but are seldom higher than about 40du/ha., lending 
credibility to the suggestion that density limitation 
reduces the typology’s appeal to developers.

Conclusion
This paper has argued that the courtyard house-type 
can be designed to align with social habits based on 
the detached house-type and established over a century 
of low density living. In conclusion it is suggested 
that the courtyard house-type is one of a short list of 
alternatives that have stood up to a critical enquiry 
in other countries, and have emerged with an intact 
reputation for durability, and for use on mid-density 
schemes in the lower range of the density scale. They 
could be aimed at particular market sectors such as 
buyers down-sizing their property, single-person 
households when security is a priority, and other 
occupants seeking low maintenance housing. Present-
day housing developers have similar pre-occupations 
to those that generated the courtyard house-type in 
history: its declaration of ownership and of spatial 
independence while still being part of the community 
supplies an answer to many of those pre-occupations. 
These characteristics support and justify new tests of 
the courtyard house-type, which in the first instance 
should be carried out by non-profit agencies.
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